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Welcome to  
the world of FERRO
The FERRO Group is one of the largest manufacturers 
of sanitary and plumbing fixtures in Central and 
Eastern Europe with nearly 30 years of experience in 
the industry. Thanks to its commitment to high product 
quality and its mission to meet customer needs for a safe 
and well-functioning home, Ferro products are present 
in millions of facilities. Every year we introduce new 
products to the market, which better and better meet the 
expectations of even the most demanding customers. 

FERRO truly pays attention to the excellent quality of 
its products. The company places particular emphasis 
on meeting the requirements of the applicable 
standards, maintaining high technical parameters, 
safety and functionality of products. All the company’s 
products are subject to extremely accurate and restrictive 
quality verification procedures. They are inspected at 
every production stand. The correct course of quality 
control processes is supervised by highly qualified 
engineers responsible for quality and product certification. 
The auditors check compliance with the procedures of the 
quality assurance system. These include the procedures 
specified in the Polish PN and European PN-EN series 
standards and the procedures related to the Quality 
Management System.

export@ferro.pl
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More than  
you expect
Considering the variety of styles and 
possibilities of choosing kitchen equipment, 
it would be worth taking a moment to find 
perfectly matching products for our kitchen. 
The Ferro Kitchen catalogue is a simple and easy 
guide allowing us to select the perfect mixers  
and sinks based on needs and tastes.  
Learn more about Ferro Kitchens and let  
yourself be pleasantly surprised.

Product warranty period expressed in 
years. The number placed in this sign informs 
about the warranty years for the product.

W
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Reversible sink
The sink can be installed so that, depending 
on the needs, the drainer is on the left or right 
side.

Drain plug in the set
Drain plug complete with sink.

Foldable spout
The mixer is designed to be mounted in front 
of a window; a foldable spout allows opening 
the window.

Flexible spout
The spout can be freely controlled to precisely 
direct the jet when rinsing or filling dishes.

Two spouts
A product with two independently controlled 
spouts.

Swivel spout
The spout rotates 360 degrees.

Pull-out spout
The spout with pull-out hose increases the 
comfort of filling tall vessels and allows for 
precise washing and rinsing.

Eco+
Products with this symbol use less water and 
energy compared to standard models.

FERRO AirMix
Mixer aerator with additional water aeration 
system. It allows you to use less water while 
maintaining the comfort of an abundant 
stream.

Pictograms  
and function symbols
To increase clarity and facilitate the use of product 
information, their main features and functions are 
presented in the form of icons.

Cold Start
This function allows you to run cold water 
in one movement, thus saving energy and 
increasing your comfort, whenever you want 
to quickly fill a vessel with cold water.

FerroClick
Hot water control system and fully-open flow 
control system. 
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CATALOGUE 2021
Our main objective, during the process of  
creating the Kitchen Solutions Catalogue, was 
to highlight the individual characteristics of 
the products in such a way that the elements 
important for the customer when choosing the 
equipment for his kitchen are clearly presented 

and make the choice easier.
What is most important for us is the user of our 
products, therefore when designing solutions 
for the home we make every effort to make our 
proposals not only functional and comfortable, 
but also aesthetic and decorative.
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FUNCTIONS

Every product  
has a good reason
The kitchen is the heart of the home, choosing the highest 
quality equipment, tailored to individual needs and meeting 
the functional requirements is a big challenge. That is why it is 
worthwhile to learn more about the functions and possibilities 
of different models of kitchen mixers before buying them. 
Ferro offers a full range of mixers of different designs, 
equipped with additional functions and thus giving new 
possibilities to improve everyday work in the kitchen.
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Functional 
overview

CHOOSE THE PERFECT MIXER 
FOR YOUR KITCHEN.

Ferro kitchen mixers, thanks to their high quality, variety of forms and 
functions, will satisfy even the most demanding customers. Timeless, 
stylish design, different colours of finish, and above all, practical and 
modern solutions will make your kitchen not only look nice but also 
become functional.

The spout with pull-out hose increases the comfort of filling 
tall vessels and allows for precise washing and rinsing. It makes 
it easier to fill deep or large dishes without placing them in the 
sink, as well as thorough washing of vegetables and fruits.

A practical solution when using a sink, especially a Double bowl 
sink. Thanks to manual rotation it makes it easier to fill bottles and 
jugs with water. 

Pull-out 
spout

Swivel  
spout
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Foldable 
spout

Two 
spouts

Ideal solution for users who want to install the sink under a window 
and make optimal use of space without losing comfort. A mixer 
tap with this function allows you to open and close the window 
sash without any problems.

Two independent spouts in one mixer is a remarkable solution, 
giving new quality in use. This function allows you to use the 
selected spout depending on your needs. A fixed spout can be 
used to fill dishes, while a high, extendable spout with an additional 
nozzle with a shower jet will make it easier for us to wash fruits and 
vegetables.

Flexible 
spout
Extremely useful function for people who appreciate free and 
comfortable use of mixers. It allows you to give the spout any 
shape, change the height and range of the water jet according 
to your needs, allowing for quick rinsing of dishes or comfortable 
cleaning of the sink.

FUNCTIONS
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Eco 
Aerator
When you make a decision to choose a mixer for your kitchen, 
where you often wash dishes as well as products under running 
water, it would be worthwhile to  consider buying a mixer with an 
aerator that reduces water flow, marked with the Eco symbol.

Cold
start

The stream switch will be appreciated by everyone who wants 
to use time efficiently in the kitchen. The handy mixer stream 
switch gives you the possibility of quick change depending on the 
application.

The cold start function is another cost saving solution. With the 
ability to run cold water from a central position, it allows us to save 
on hot water intake when it is not necessary and quicker control.

Shower/
jet
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Functional 
overview

Ferro kitchen mixers provide practical solutions offering plenty 
of space for easy use of the mixers, guarantee comfortable 
washing and even filling of dishes outside the sink with water. 
When you choose Ferro kitchen mixers, you choose a great deal 
of comfort during your daily kitchen work.

Page 
number

Series 
name

Cold 
Start

Swivel 
spout

Pull-out 
spout

Flexible 
spout

Foldable 
spout

Shower/
jet Two spouts Pull-out  

spray

10 F-Master

14 Adore

22 Espacio

26 Libretto

30 Maestro

32 Sonata

36 Rapsody

38 Toledo

42 Algeo Square

46 Fiesta

50 Zicco

58 Lugio

61 Algeo 

68 Freya 

72 Tiga Verdeline

76 Retro New

80 Zumba II Slim

84 Zumba

88 Zumba II

KITCHEN 
FIXTURES

SURFACES AND FUNCTIONS
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Colour 
combination

The elegant appearance of the mixer emphasizes both its 
attractive design and impressive surfaces. The colour scheme of 
the product can enliven or brighten up the kitchen arrangement, 
or blend in perfectly with the interior design.

The surfaces in accordance with the latest trends in design also 
provide excellent protection for mixers against negative 
external factors.

Page 
number

Series 
name chrome steel black-

chrome black white-
chrome granite

10 F-Master

14 Adore

22 Espacio

26 Libretto

30 Maestro

32 Sonata

36 Rapsody

38 Toledo

42 Algeo Square

46 Fiesta

50 Zicco

58 Lugio

61 Algeo 

68 Freya 

72 Tiga Verdeline

76 Retro New

80 Zumba II Slim

84 Zumba

88 Zumba II

Chrome
Shiny chrome coating gives 
each arrangement a unique 
splendour.

Stainless steel
The grey hue of steel will 
emphasize the industrial and 
loft style of the interior.

Granite graphite
A mixer with a granite surface 
in graphite will best present 
itself with a granite sink in 
graphite. It will give the interior 
a dignified and elegant look.

Granite sand
A granite surface with a 
sandy colour will warm up 
the kitchen decor. A mixer 
with such a surface will be a 
perfect match with the granite 
sink in the same shade.

KITCHEN 
FIXTURES

Black-chrome
This fashionable combination 
of colours is the best proposal 
for large, elegant kitchens with 
an island.

White-chrome
White in combination with 
glossy chrome will perfectly 
enliven and brighten up the 
kitchen interior. 
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F-MASTER
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BFE41 Standing sink mixer
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BFE41 Multi-functional sink mixer

F-MASTER

F-MASTER
Better and smarter 
I am a professional. Above all, I require the 
equipment I choose to be  functional and reliable 
during the many moments spent in the kitchen. 

So, I chose the Ferro F-Master. This mixer, in 
addition to its incredibly interesting shape, is 
primarily multifunctional and comfortable to use.
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The swivel and flexible spout makes it easy to use the sink, the pull-out spout 
will allow us to comfortably wash large pots, while the possibility of changing 
the water jet gives a quick change depending on the application. 

Well-conceived solutions

Multi-functional sink mixer 
chrome

BFE41

MIXER
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ADORE WHITE/CHROME

BDR4 Standing sink mixer

14
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ADORE WHITE/CHROME
Delicate and beautiful
Breaking the classic form with a modern finish 
– playing around with style characterizes the 
atmosphere of this interior. I chose Adore White/
Chrome for my kitchen precisely because its 

white finish is unusual and adds lightness to the 
interior. The chrome elements, on the other hand, 
sharpen its flat surfaces creating a mirror-like 
glow.

ADORE WHITE/CHROME

BDR4 Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer  
white-chrome

BDR4

The white of the lower part of the spout adds lightness creating, as it 
seems, an additional frame for the chrome element and a perfect mirror. 
This combination is so universal that it fits both in white interiors and in a 
colourful kitchen.

A subtle combination

When deciding on the Ferro sink mixer, we took 
into account its practical values such as ease of 
cleaning and its aesthetic qualities - a simple, high 
and functional spout.

BDR4 Standing sink mixer

MIXER
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ADORE BLACK/CHROME
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BDR4BLC Standing sink mixer
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ADORE BLACK/CHROME
Perfect combination 
The kitchen in the old tenement house gave us 
the opportunity to arrange the space in any way 
we desired. The surface area did not limit us to 
organize only the functional and ergonomic zone 
of food preparation, but to create a place that is 
the culmination of the living room and creates a 

neutral area with a distinctive sink zone, at the 
centre of which is the Adore Black/Chrome mixer.  
It is this strongly contrasting element that focuses 
attention and complements the set of black 
accessories.

ADORE BLACK/CHROME

BDR4BLC Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer  
black-chrome 

BDR4BLC

Black is elegance and chic. Black accessories can also be practical and 
timeless. Chrome elements soften the severity of blackness in Adore Black/
Chrome mixers.

The family zone is a place where something new 
is constantly happening. Contrary to myths, black 
accessories are easy to keep clean and always 
look elegant. 

Comfortable and practical

MIXER
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ESPACIO

22



BES4 Standing sink mixer
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ESPACIO
At the heart of a home
The kitchen is the heart of the home, so it was 
very important for us to create a friendly interior. 
For our island, which is also a breakfast table and 
dining area, as well as a place for family meetings, I 

chose a small simple sink and a functional Espacio 
mixer.  Its classic high spout looks very chic, and 
the slightly slanted position of the aerator gives 
additional comfort.

ESPACIO

BES4 Standing sink mixer

24
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BES4

The handle located vertically on the side and the simplicity of operating the 
mixer is another plus for everyday work in the kitchen. Espacio is a model 
where functionality is refined down to the smallest detail. 

Details count

MIXER
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LIBRETTO
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BLE4B Standing sink mixer
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LIBRETTO
Scandinavian look
My space, my rules. Pure form without 
unnecessary additions and maximum efficiency. 
When choosing a mixer I had no doubts. The 

Libretto has all the features that are important to 
me - movable, flexible spout, stream switch and 
very visually attractive shape.

LIBRETTO

BLE4B Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer  
with pull-out spout 
chrome

BLE4B

The swivel and flexible spout makes it easier to use the sink, the pull-out 
spout will allow us to comfortably wash large pots and the option of 
changing the water jet gives you the possibility to choose its type depending 
on the activity performed in the sink area.

A well-conceived solution

MIXER
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MAESTRO
Free chic

MAESTRO

The beautiful form of the kitchen taps can 
make even a very simple ascetic interior take 
on character and creates a unique whole. 
The Maestro kitchen mixer was created for 

connoisseurs of style. Its pull-out spout is 
mounted on a handle, which resembles an 
asymmetrical arc and is a real decoration of the 
kitchen.

BMS4 Standing sink mixer with pull-out spray
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Standing sink mixer  
with pull-out spout 
chrome

BMS4

Thanks to the high swivel spout, you can easily fill any dish, such as a large 
pot or watering can. After pulling it out of the handle, the tip can be pointed 
in any direction, this way you can easily rinse the sink or fill a heavy pot 
standing on the table top next to you.

Functionality 
with uncompromising style

MIXER
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SONATA

32



BNA4 Standing sink mixer
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SONATA
In a good tone
Timeless solutions, impressive interior, 
comfortable space are the characteristics of my 
apartment. The space was created especially 
for me, tailored to my personality and style. All 
kinds of equipment and fittings are extremely 

important, that’s why I decided on Sonata, which 
looks brilliant on a stone island. My designer 
described this style as classic with a touch of 
luxury.

SONATA

BNA4 Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BNA4

The choice of finishing materials and colour composition determines the 
character of the interior. It is worthwhile to make sure that together they 
create a whole and not compete between each other.

Symphony of taste

MIXER
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RAPSODY
Always in good shape
Simple space arrangement and bright colours 
are the only criteria that were taken into account 
when choosing an apartment. Maybe not much, 
but when they were met, I was happy to be there.  
I took care of the kitchen equipment myself and 

decided on white and silver. For the steel sink I 
chose a Rapsody mixer with an interesting but 
simple shape and a flat, rotating top spout. This 
interior reflects my character.

RAPSODY

Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BRY4

MIXER
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BRY4 Standing sink mixer
DR50/80D.H Double bowl sink
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TOLEDO
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BTD4FUW Standing sink mixer 
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BTD4FUW

Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BTD4PO

TOLEDO
Surprising and full of possibilities
The key for choosing fixtures, apart from matching 
them to the kitchen interior, is the functions they 
should meet depending on individual needs. If 
you dream of placing the sink under the window, 
nothing can stand in the way. In order to maintain 
free access and comfort of using the window, it is 
worth choosing a sink mixer with a folding spout. 
The Toledo under-window mixer is an ideal 

solution for the under-window sink area in the 
kitchen. If you want to equip your kitchen with a 
mixer with a pull-out spout, but at the same time 
you like classic solutions and want it to look chic, 
the Toledo mixer, a model with a pull-out spout, 
aesthetic in a simple form, will be the perfect 
choice.

TOLEDO

BTD4FUW  Standing sink mixer

MIXER
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Kitchen fixturesBTD4PO Standing sink mixer
DRGM2/48/78GA Double bowl sink
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ALGEO SQUARE
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BAQ4 Standing sink mixer 
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ALGEO SQUARE
Inspiring day-by-day  
For us, the kitchen is a place where we spend time 
in a pleasant fashion - in a filled with light, simple 
interior, where accessories add variety to the 
arrangement. Our bright sink with a drainer, simple 
in its form was matched with the mixer, whose 

modern simple shape of the handle creates, all-in-
all, an original and modern look. Summer colours 
retained in the finishing elements of our kitchen 
have an optimistic effect on both residents as well 
as guests.

ALGEO SQUARE

BAQ4 Standing sink mixer 
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Standing sink mixer  
chrome 

BAQ4

Culinary experiences, dishes that remind us of 
the places we once visited and having fun tasting 
various dishes are our idea for weekends together. 
Cuisine adventures in the kitchen create our 
memories.

Vacations last all year round 
in the kitchen.

MIXER
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FIESTA

46



BFI4 Standing sink mixer 
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FIESTA
A friend in the kitchen
We live an active life, we are consumed by our 
duties, therefore moments spent together are 
invaluable for us. A steel sink and a simple classic 
and raw Fiesta mixer emphasize the loft character 
of my kitchen. Here you cook well and have 

a nice time. The centrally located island adds 
functionality to the interior, steel and brick add 
character.
For me, durable and timeless solutions are a 
priority.

FIESTA

BFI4 Standing sink mixer 
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BFI4

Cooking has always been my greatest passion. My skills and new tastes 
impact the people close to my heart.  With time we managed to form a team 
of creators of unusual dishes. It is our way of spending free time together, 
that is why the kitchen is such an important place for me.

Cooking together

MIXER
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ZICCO
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BZI4 Standing sink mixer 
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ZICCO
Simply modern

ZICCO

BZI4 Standing sink mixer 

The interior should have character, and this is 
determined by the accessories. Geometry and 
order of form and shape tempered by metallic 
elements is our choice. For a simple sink, we chose 

the Zicco mixer because of its cubist form. The 
spout with its evenly cut sides and angular body 
look fashionable and modern. The whole gives the 
impression of an orderly, clean space.

52



Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BZI4

If you want your kitchen to look impressive, keep in mind that each of the 
elements should match the chosen style. With such a variety of forms and 
shapes of mixers, it would be worthwhile to choose a mixer that will further 
strengthen the character of the interior.

Fashionable and minimalistic

MIXER
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ZICCO BLACK

54



BZI4BL Standing sink mixer
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ZICCO BLACK
Home mix

A large space creates a lot of possibilities.  It 
is also a way to compose an optimal kitchen 
set to suit your needs. We value the time 
spent together more than cooking, so we have 

arranged our kitchen in this way. I appreciate 
simple accessories. When I saw the black Zicco, I 
immediately decided to go for it. The shape, finish, 
original style - everything spoke for this choice.

ZICCO BLACK

BZI4BL Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BZI4BL

It is said that beauty lies in details. This detail is a simple fashionable handle, 
whose form is perfectly composed with the rest of the mixer.

The decisive detail

MIXER
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LUGIO

58



BLG4 Standing sink mixer 
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LUGIO
The classic always wins
Choosing home accessories is often quite a 
challenge. The multitude and variety of forms and 
finishes does not facilitate this process.
It is worth betting on classic forms and everlasting 
models when we are not sure which style our 

mixers will fit into. If that is the case, then the Lugio 
mixer is the right choice. Its classic, functional 
handle fits the modern style, but it will also fit into 
the classic. The spout arch will add charm to any 
kitchen.

LUGIO

BLG4 Standing sink mixer 
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BLG4

In our daily rush and among the many duties we have, we found a space 
where we do not have to count time. Our home is a pillar of stability, a place 
of refuge which gives us energy to live. We like spending time here, this is our 
space and we do not want it to change.

We don’t want our home to change

MIXER
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Standing sink mixer 
black

BLG4BL

LUGIO BLACK
Fashionable and timeless
Style matters within the interior. It is style that 
makes us feel exceptionally good in some 
kitchens. It does not matter whether the space 
is large or not. In this case, the kitchen corner, 
despite its compact size, has become a great 
showcase of the house separated from the rest 

of the space by a glass wall. The black granite sink 
is a perfect base for a black kitchen mixer. Lugio 
Black is one of the new proposals in the range of 
Ferro kitchen mixers. The classic form of the spout 
in black looks exceptionally stylish.

LUGIO BLACK

BLG4BL Standing sink mixer
DRGM1/51BA Single bowl sink

MIXER
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BLG4BL Standing sink mixer
DRGM1/51BA Single bowl sink
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ALGEO
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BAG4 Standing sink mixer
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Whitewashed surfaces, bright furniture and lots 
of light. I have always dreamt of creating such a 
home. There is so much joy in me now, when I look 
at my kitchen. This is my place! I was persuaded 
to choose the mixer and sink by my mother, who 

has been loyal to Ferro products for years as they 
have proven to be excellent all that time. Now 
I share her opinion. We both use Algeo mixers 
because they are modern and practical. 

ALGEO
Tastes of home

ALGEO

BAG4 Standing sink mixer
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It was my mother who taught me how to take pleasure in cooking. Now I can 
also share this passion with my own daughter. The moments in the kitchen 
are our time, we get to know each other, share small secrets, and at the same 
time create tasty and healthy dishes.

Common passions

Standing sink mixer  
chrome 

BAG4

Standing sink mixer  
chrome 

BAG4A

Wall-mounted sink mixer 
chrome 

BAG5

Standing sink mixer 
chrome 

BAG8

BAG5 Wall-mounted sink mixer

MIXER
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FREYA

I love the harmony of the interior when everything fits together. I 
prefer moderation in colours and textures which, for me, makes the 
space seem even more orderly. When I discovered that my granite sink 
can also be fitted with a mixer, I immediately knew it was perfect for 
me. I decided to choose the Freya granite mixer, which would blend 
beautifully with my dark sink. An additional positive surprise was the 
ease of keeping it clean, without fingerprints and water marks.

It perfectly matches 
the sink 

Granite Graphite 
The mixer with a granite 
surface in graphite will best 
present itself with a granite 
sink in graphite. It will give the 
interior a serious and elegant 
look.

Granite Sand 
A granite surface in sandy 
colour will warm up the 
kitchen arrangement. A mixer 
with such a surface will form a 
perfect match with a granite 
sink in the same shade.
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BFR41B Standing sink mixer
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FREYA
Depending on colour and need
Two colours and a multitude of solutions. This is 
an offer for people looking for alternative finishes. 
Uniform colours, classic chrome, or maybe a 
perfect duo of colours with the sink? The Freya 
range of mixers was created for the purpose 

of meeting these expectations. In order for the 
solution to additionally fit your individual taste, 
you can choose your favourite spout shape, and 
for those who above all appreciate functionality, a 
model with a pull-out spray and two jets.

FREYA

BFR8S Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR4B

Standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR41B

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BFR4S

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BFR41S

Standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR42B

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BFR42S

Standing sink mixer 
graphite

BFR8B

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BFR8S

Beige and black are the shades that match finishing trends. It is worth to 
choose them as a base for any accessories and colours you wish. It is a 
choice for years.

A perfectly fitting 
basin mixer 

MIXER

MIXER
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TIGA VERDELINE
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BTG4VL Standing sink mixer
DRGM1/51SA Single bowl sink
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TIGA VERDELINE
A conscious choice
I wanted my kitchen to look like one from an 
American television series. And… we did it! 
Elegant grey furniture, built-in equipment, a 
simple sink and a classic Tiga mixer tap, which I 

additionally decorated with golden accessories. 
Stylish lamps and golden kitchen accessories give 
the whole interior a slight touch of luxury creating 
a filmic decor.

TIGA VERDELINE

BTG4VL Standing sink mixer
DRGM1/51SA Single bowl sink
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

BTG4VL

Choosing the right fittings for my kitchen took me ages. All the items had to 
have, apart from their excellent appearance, quality confirmed by the opinions 
of sellers and consumers. That is why I chose the Tiga Verdeline mixer tap for 
my sink. It won first place among all the models I was interested in.

Custom made 

MIXER
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RETRO NEW

76



XD4 Standing sink mixer
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RETRO NEW
Timeless style
We like things tried and tested, well known to us, 
but also functional. Sometimes we prefer classic 
forms and preferred styles over modernity. 
While decorating the kitchen with my husband 
we decided to choose the Retro New mixer tap, 

in a traditional style, which additionally sets the 
tone and character for the whole equipment. 
Complementing the interior with a few 
accessories in this climate, we created a warm and 
cosy living space.

RETRO NEW

XD4 Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer 
chrome

XD4

Wall-mounted sink mixer 
chrome

XD3

Wall-mounted sink mixer 
chrome

XD5

Mostly, I use cold water in the kitchen, either for watering flowers or for filling 
the kettle and I appreciate the comfort of using the Retro New mixer. All I 
need to do is just gently turn the knob and its done.

Comfortable operation

MIXER
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ZUMBA SLIM 2F
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BZA43B  Standing sink mixer
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ZUMBA SLIM 2F

ZUMBA SLIM 2F
Flexible precision 
A kitchen faucet that perfectly combines product 
functionality and design trends. Zumba Slim 2F, 
because we are talking about it, is another model 
of kitchen taps with a flexible spout, which has 

joined the Ferro offer. It is a great proposition  
for users who appreciate the refined form  
and perfect color matching of the equipment.

BZA43B Standing sink mixer
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Standing sink mixer 
green

BZA43G

Standing sink mixer 
yellow

BZA43C

Standing sink mixer 
silver

BZA43S

Standing sink mixer 
white

BZA43W

Standing sink mixer 
blue

BZA43L

Standing sink mixer 
red

BZA43R

Standing sink mixer 
mint

BZA43M

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BZA43P

Standing sink mixer 
black

BZA43B

MIXER

The high spout and its flexibility are by far the most important features 
of the new Zumba Slim 2F. They allow for unhindered use of the faucet  
and individual adjustment of height and range. Each user can adjust  
the spout setting to his needs.

Functionality  
and ergonomics

MIXER
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ZUMBA
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BZA4L  Standing sink mixer
DR60/80L.H  Single bowl sink
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ZUMBA
Can do more
Our generation requires more from each other 
than from others. Without looking for limitations, 
we want to act, create and live life to the full.  
Our Zumba kitchen mixer is also unlimited.  
This is a product in which individual style, 

innovation and functionality have defined the 
mixer tap design. Its flexible spout allows for 
unrestricted control of the jet at different angles 
and in any direction.

ZUMBA

BZA4L Standing sink mixer
DR60/80L.H Single bowl sink
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Standing sink mixer 
green

BZA4G

Standing sink mixer 
yellow

BZA4C

Standing sink mixer 
silver

BZA4S

Standing sink mixer 
white

BZA4W

Standing sink mixer 
blue

BZA4L

Standing sink mixer 
red

BZA4R

Standing sink mixer 
mint

BZA4M

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BZA4P

Well-chosen equipment means more comfort and less work. When you wash 
the fruit, you don’t have to worry about the splashed sink and the mess in 
the kitchen. With Zumba it is easy! Just lower the spout and all the water 
stays in the sink chamber. Cooking together is great fun.

Cooking together 
is great fun

Standing sink mixer 
black

BZA4B

MIXER

MIXER
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ZUMBA II
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BZA42B Standing sink mixer
DRGM1/48/58BA Single bowl sink
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ZUMBA II
Does it all
Our requirements grow with the opportunities 
that arise. The new Zumba model is a result 
of the new challenges faced by kitchen mixer 
manufacturers. Apart from a flexible spout it 

also has two types of jet. The functionality of this 
mixer and its interesting shape makes every new 
user willing to choose it for their kitchen.

ZUMBA II

BZA42S Standing sink mixer
DRGM1/48/58GA Single bowl sink
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Standing sink mixer 
green

BZA42G

Standing sink mixer 
yellow

BZA42C

Standing sink mixer 
silver

BZA42S

Standing sink mixer 
white

BZA42L

Standing sink mixer 
red

BZA42R

Standing sink mixer 
mint

BZA42M

Standing sink mixer 
sand

BZA42P

The designers of the new Zumba have made a considerable effort to 
incorporate the jet switching function into the fashionable shape of the 
spout, so as to ensure comfort of use while maintaining a simple form. All 
it takes is a small rotation of the tip and we can use the spray jet, which is 
invaluable when washing food products.

Ease of use

Standing sink mixer 
black

BZA42B

MIXER

MIXER
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The functionality of the flexible spout is one of 
its basic advantages, but not the only one. The 
possibility of choosing a colour for the interior 
and the ease of replacing the spout with another 
colour are equally important features. Unlike 
other flexible spouts, it is the shape memory, i.e. it 
will remain in the setting set by the user, that is its 
distinguishing feature. 

Universal flexible 
spout

You already have a mixer with a fixed spout from the above 
Ferro lines? Buy a spout in the colour of your choice, replace it 
and enjoy the functionality of a flexible spout. 

UNIVERSAL SPOUTS

Universal flexible spouts fit the following lines:
Zumba, Lugio Black i Ratio Black
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Kitchen fixtures

Spout for sink mixers 
black

W100B-B

Spout for sink mixers 
green

W100G-B

Spout for sink mixers 
yellow

W100C-B

Spout for sink mixers 
white

W100W-B

Spout for sink mixers 
silver

W100S-B

UNIVERSAL SPOUTS

BZA4B Standing sink mixer
DRGM2/48/78HA Double bowl sink
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SINKS
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DRGM3/48/79HA Double bowl sink
BBO4 Standing sink mixer
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Granite  
sinks
Natural appearance and durability
Six types, twenty-four models, four colours are 
the current range of Ferro composite sinks. This 

range will allow you to choose models for spacious 
kitchens but also for corners or kitchenettes.

SINKS

DRGM48/78BA Single bowl sink
BZA4B Standing sink mixer with flexible spout
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Granite  
sinks
Natural appearance and durability

Double bowl sink 78x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM2/48/78SA

Double bowl sink 79x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM3/48/79SA

Double bowl sink 78x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM2/48/78BA

Double bowl sink 79x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM3/48/79BA

Double bowl sink 78x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM2/48/78HA

Double bowl sink 79x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM3/48/79HA

Double bowl sink 78x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM2/48/78GA

Double bowl sink 79x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

DRGM3/48/79GA

DOUBLE BOWL SINKS

One product, two settings. The position of the 
drainer can be adjusted to the individual needs of 
the user by turning the sink.

Reversible 
sink
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Single bowl sink 78x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/78SA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/78SA

Single bowl sink 78x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/78BA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/58BA

Single bowl sink 78x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/78HA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/58HA

Single bowl sink 78x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/78GA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
with drainer 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
DRGM48/58GA

SINGLE BOWL SINKS

DRGM48/78BA Single bowl sink
BFR4B  Standing sink mixer

DRGM48/78SA Single bowl sink
BFR4S  Standing sink mixer

SINKS
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The perfect duo

Single bowl sink Ø 51 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/51SA

Single bowl sink Ø 51 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/51BA

Single bowl sink Ø 51 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/51HA

Single bowl sink Ø 51 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/51GA

SINGLE BOWL SINKS

The mixer tap with granite sink looks perfect in the same colour finish.  
This set creates a kind of total look of the sink zone.

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/48/58SA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/48/58BA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/48/58HA

Single bowl sink 58x48 cm 
siphon included 
recessed 
with overflow

 
 
DRGM1/48/58GA
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Sinks 
Stainless steel
Traditional solutions, classic style
For all those who appreciate timeless solutions, 
for those who decorate loft-style interiors and for 
all those who like steel finishes we offer a whole 
range of steel sinks. The variety of solutions, 

the possibility of mounting on the cabinet and 
on the countertop, different shapes are the 
distinguishing features of individual models.

SINKS

DR60/80L.H Single bowl sink 
BZA4W Standing sink mixer with flexible spout
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Double bowl sink 50x80 cm 
syphon NSP22 
recessed 
with overflow 
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

 
DR50/80.H 
 
canvas 
DR50/80TS.H

Single bowl sink 60x80 cm 
with drainer on the left 
syphon NSP45 
overlaid  
with overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR60/80L.H 
 
canvas 
DR60/80LTS.H

Single bowl sink 48x77 cm 
with drainer 
syphon NSP50 
recessed 
with side overflow 
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR43.H 
 
canvas 
DR49/77RTS.H

Single bowl sink 60x80 cm 
with drainer on the right 
syphon NSP45 
overlaid  
with overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR60/80P.H 
 
canvas 
DR60/80PTS.H

Single bowl sink 49x78 cm 
with drainer 
syphon NSP50  
recessed  
with side overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR49/77.H 
 
canvas 
DR49/77TS.H

Double bowl sink 60x80 cm 
syphon NSP22 
overlaid  
with overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth 

DR60/80D.H 
 
canvas 
DR60/80DTS.H

Single bowl sink 48x64 cm 
with drainer 
syphon NSP640 
recessed  
with upper overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR48/64.H 
 
canvas 
DR48/64TS.H

Single bowl sink 50x80 cm 
with drainer on the left 
syphon NSP45 
overlaid  
with overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR50/80AL.H 
 
canvas 
DR50/80ALTS.H

Single bowl sink 43 cm 
syphon NSP50 
recessed  
with side overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

 
DR43.H 
 
canvas 
DR43TS.H

Single bowl sink 50x80 cm 
with drainer on the right 
syphon NSP45 
overlaid  
with overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR50/80AP.H 
 
canvas 
DR50/80APTS.H

SINKS 

The drainer on the right or on the left? By 
choosing sinks marked with the „Reversible sink” 
icon you can decide on this at a later stage. This 
will allow you to adjust it to individual kitchen 
needs.

Reversible 
sink
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Regardless of the current colour trends, steel 
accessories are never out of fashion. In addition 
to the classics, the finishes guarantee us durability 
for many years.

Steel always 
in fashion

Double bowl sink 50x80 cm 
syphon NSP22 
overlaid 
with overflow 
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

 
DR50/80D.H 
 
canvas 
DR50/80DTS.H

Single bowl sink 48x60 cm 
with drainer 
siphon NSP50 
recessed  
with side overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR45/58.H 
 
canvas 
DR45/58TS.H

Single bowl sink 43,5x76 cm 
with drainer 
syphon NSP76 
recessed  
with upper overflow 
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

DR43/76.H 
 
canvas 
DR43/76TS.H

Single bowl sink 48x48 cm 
siphon NSP20 
recessed  
with side overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

 
DR48/48.H 
 
canvas 
DR48/48TS.H 

Single bowl sink 40x50 cm 
syphon NSP45 
recessed  
with side overflow  
made of AISI 304 stainless steel 
smooth

 
DR40/50.H 
 
canvas 
DR40/50TS.H

SINKS

SINKS

DR50/80D.H Double bowl sink
BRY4 Standing sink mixer
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BFE41  Multi-functional sink mixer
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BZA4R Standing sink mixer
DRGM2/48/78GA Double bowl sink
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Do you need technical support, product 
information before buying or are you looking for 
a spare part? Please contact us! Our advisors 
will provide comprehensive answers to your 
questions.

Do you have any 
questions?

Products shown in the interiors are visualizations. Despite the 
efforts made, the real products may slightly differ from those 
presented in the catalogue.

export@ferro.pl
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